July 2, 2018
To:

Board of Directors

From:

Frances Mizuno, Interim Executive Director

Subject:

Agreement for Joint Funding for Engineering Services‐ Coordinated Operations
Agreement Review

Recommendation
Water Resources Committee to recommend to the Board of Directors authorization to execute
Agreement for Joint Funding for Engineering Services with Westlands Water District for payment of
consultant engineering services for the Bureau of Reclamation to perform Coordinated Operations
Agreement modeling support for an amount of $25,000 and further recommend that the $25,000 be
expended for the Technical Services Contingency budget of $200,000.
Background
The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) are
currently engaged in the process of reviewing the Coordinated Operations Agreement (COA).
Reclamation had previously entered into agreements with MBK Engineers for modeling work related to
the COA to assist in the review process. Those previous agreements expired and Reclamation’s
contracting process prevented them from expeditiously entering into a new agreement to allow MBK to
continue to support the process during a crucial time‐sensitive period. Westlands Water District agreed
to contract directly with MBK Engineers for up to $100,000 to allow MBK to continue to provide the
necessary support to Reclamation.
This COA review process is critically important to the Authority members to ensure the COA is operated
as it was originally intended. The cost of this support effort should not be solely borne by WWD. Other
CVP Contractors have agreed to jointly fund $35,000 of the $100,000. The Authority’s contribution of
$25,000 will help offset WWD’s remaining contribution.

Agreement for Joint Funding
for Engineering Services
This Agreement is made and entered into this
day of June, 2018, between Westlands
Water District, hereinafter called “Westlands”, and
, hereinafter called “the
Parties”, for the joint funding of modeling work completed by MBK Engineers in connection with the
Coordinated Operations Agreement (COA).
The Parties agree as follows:
1. Need for Agreement. MBK Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation, hereinafter “Reclamation”,
have previously entered into agreements for modeling work relating to the COA. Those previous
agreements have expired, and MBK Engineers and Reclamation are currently in the process of
negotiating a new agreement for modeling work relating to the COA. This new agreement is expected
to be executed before the end of June 2018. In order to enable MBK Engineers to continue working
on these time sensitive issues, the Parties have agreed to fund the MBK Engineers’ modeling work
related to COA, up to $100,000, from the end of the previous contract between MBK Engineers and
Reclamation for modeling work relating to the COA until the execution of the new agreement between
Reclamation and MBK Engineers for modeling work relating to the COA, hereinafter referred to as
“gap funding”.
2. Consultant Work Product. The Parties agree to cover the gap funding, up to $100,000, for MBK
Engineers to perform the professional services, set forth in Exhibit A and consistent with the
agreement currently being finalized between Reclamation and MBK Engineers. The Parties agree
MBK Engineers shall adhere to the direction of appropriate Reclamation staff for the performance of
this work. Any work product completed in accordance with this Agreement shall be provided directly
to Reclamation and shall be property of Reclamation.
3. Confidential Information.
A. Notwithstanding the cost share provided under this Agreement, the Parties recognize, except as
provided under section (B) below:
a. the information provided to MBK Engineers and the work MBK Engineers performed and
provided to Reclamation under those previously entered into agreements for modeling
work relating to the COA was confidential; and
b. the information that will be provided to MBK Engineers and the work MBK Engineers will
perform and provide to Reclamation work to be performed by MBK Engineers under the
agreement between Westlands and MBK Engineers will be confidential.
B. Confidentiality does not extend to information which, (i) at the time of disclosure, is within the
public domain through no breach of agreement by MBK Engineers, or (ii) has been known or
independently developed by and is currently in the possession of MBK Engineers prior to
disclosure or receipt hereunder.
4. Contribution.
gap funding.

agrees to contribute $

towards

the

5. The Parties acknowledge that MBK Engineers has performed work for several of the Parties
previously, and each of the Parties agrees that MBK Engineers' participation in this collaborative effort
will not constitute any basis for any attempt to disqualify MBK Engineers from future work for any of
the Parties to this Agreement.

6. The Parties agree that they may collectively or individually pursue additional activities beyond those
covered in Exhibit A or Exhibit B to this Agreement. The Parties further agree that participation in this
collaborative effort does not preclude any of the Parties from individually employing the MBK
Engineers to undertake additional or other work for that Party. Payment for such additional work shall
be the sole responsibility of the entity(ies) requesting it, and the requesting entity(ies) shall be the
sole owner(s) of that work. The Parties' provision of gap-funding for this effort shall not waive any
confidentiality that the Parties might otherwise have for such additional and separately contracted for
work.
7. Administration. The Parties agree that, for ease of administration, Westlands will contract with
MBK Engineers for gap funding, will pay invoices received from MBK Engineers, and will bill each
Party for its share of the costs as specified in this Agreement. Westlands agrees to provide copies
of MBK Engineers' invoices upon request. Each Party agrees to pay Westlands for its allocated
share of the consultant costs within 30 days of receipt of the invoice from Westlands. Westlands
agrees that it will not charge the Parties any fee for the administration of this Agreement or any
additional consultant charges beyond each Party’s share as specified in this agreement.

___________________________________
Party
____________________
Date

___________________________________
Signature

___________________________________
Party
____________________
Date

___________________________________
Signature

LIST OF EXHIBITS:
Exhibit A – Scope of Work for MBK Engineers, defined by Reclamation
Exhibit B – Agreement between MBK Engineers and Westlands for gap funding
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Task 1 - COA technical analysis based on 1984 technical report
Negotiation of the COA was supported by modeling described in the 1984 Report. DWR
and Reclamation are performing studies similar to those described in this report to
support current discussions. This task shall include reviewing and performing these
studies and coordinating with Reclamation and DWR.
Analysis described in the 1984 Report are commonly referred to as the COA 1-2-3
studies. Effort under this Task shall be to evaluate the DWR modeling and perform
modeling using various assumptions proposed by Reclamation or CVP water users. The
analysis described in the 1984 Report were performed with complex models of the
CVP/SWP, modeling of the 1-2-3 studies have increased in its complexity due to
additional operating criteria and advancement of models. In addition to increased
complexity, Reclamation and DWR have differing opinions regarding assumptions that
should be used in these studies.
Also included in this task shall be the development of appropriate assumptions, modeling,
review of modeling, and interpretation of modeling results. Due to the complex nature of
this modeling, number of scenarios, and coordination that will be required, it is
anticipated that this modeling will take place over a two year period
Task 2 - Evaluation of COA Sharing Parameters
There are various technical approaches needed to support COA discussions, effort under
this Task shall be to perform analysis to support these various approaches.
Since COA was signed in 1986, a number of additional operation criteria have been
imposed on CVP/SWP operation that are not addressed in COA. Additional operating
criteria have resulted in undefined sharing of water supply between the CVP and SWP to
occur about 30% of the time. Under this Task, evaluations shall be performed to
determine how various assumptions regarding sharing will affect CVP operations and
water supply.
In addition to addressing times when operations are not addressed in COA, evaluations
are needed to understand how a first-in-time sharing of water supply and obligation to
satisfy standards may affect sharing between the CVP and SWP. Evaluation of first-intime sharing shall be performed under this Task.
Task 3 – Meetings and support
COA discussions involve meetings with Reclamation and DWR management and various
subgroups. This Task shall include technical support, preparation, and attendance for the
following potential group meetings:




Reclamation / DWR policy and COA sharing
Reclamation / DWR technical subgroup
o Reclamation / DWR modeling subgroup
Reclamation water user group
o Reclamation modeling subgroup
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It is anticipated that each of these groups may meet once a month over the next two years.
This Task includes development of technical information and meeting handouts to
support Reclamation.
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